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EDITORIAL
As we celebrate two years and the launch of Issue Seven, I cannot thank our kind readers
and contributors for their immense and undying support.
Sonic Boom will continue to be a publication that brings all forms of the written word and
visual art forms to the forefront. We also hope to launch Sonic Boom Press early next year, which
will focus on publishing electronic micro chapbooks and chapbooks.
We are excited to announce that we have nominated close to thirty haiku poets who were
published in the Paper Lanterns section this year, for The Haiku Foundation’s Touchstone
Individual Poems Award.
Issue Seven offers an eclectic mix of the everyday, the ordinary, the fantastical, a hint of the
surreal, the inspired, and experimental works that are sure to leave you dazzled and entranced.
We had the honour and good fortune to interview Alan Summers, a Japan Times awardwinning writer and one of my foremost mentors, who talks about his work, poetry, art, and most
importantly, discusses the haikai forms and haiku in particular, the latter of which he dubs as “the
stiletto of poetry”.
I remain grateful to the other three members of the Sonic Boom team, Shobhana Kumar,
Dwarakanathan Ravi, and Dishika Iyer, who continue to humour me and my many quirks and
idiosyncrasies at the end of our second successful year.

- Shloka Shankar
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THE POETRY SHACK

What Would I Say?
By Angele Ellis
Winter puts on Spring’s mask from its mouth.
Our driver was a candle stolen from the great works.
My mother, warm as dryer sheets stuck between my legs,
Forced hipbones into a new coat—rain for a chair,
Board-like brace between my version of an opposition party.
She was taking the old and blinded, walking the roads,
She shook the phoenix rising from our bodies,
Puritan-pumpkin colored children, dazed from the pod,
On the death splintering our human touch.
And special thanks for the excesses of the breath,
The magic specs that made me called by name again.
I see things from all is a bridge broken.
Get up all night to demystify the sacred skin—
I’ve been here inside my head, and it was over.

Note on process: The internal Facebook app, “What Would I Say?,” does an algorithmic mash-up of Facebook posts
to create new statements attributed to a bot (“AngeleBot,” in my case). The app generates as many statements as you
want in a session or multiple sessions. In deciding to create an unrhymed sonnet using the app, I had it generate around
40 “AngeleBot” lines, and then played around and pieced 14 of them together to make my final sonnet.
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Flight poems
By G. Akila
I.
A grey December—
jackets, pullovers, and trolley bags
mindless of a spot of sun
in a mynah
that hops in the lounge
losing neither sight, wings, nor feet
in pursuit.
II.
Pencilled streaks cut across
the crimson skin and the sky mutates
like warts
before it settles down as dusk—
this baggage around my waist.
III.
I am now unused
to spoons, forks, knives,
3’’ x 2’’ plate servings,
tea in a square cup rounded
at the corners
(what goes comes back).
I am now unused
to pocketing sachets of mouth freshener
except for this piece of tissue
to cradle the ink of my words.
IV.
The last few strands of dusk
remain to be peeled
when air pockets blur my aura
on the window.
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They advise to switch off
mobile phones and laptops to avoid
spillage of thoughts.
What if they are maneuvered into ether?
V.
At 27,000 ft. above sea level where
the Captain’s broken voice tethers
an oxygen mask, life vest, and exit doors
to conversations drowning in the engine’s drone,
a forgotten sleep gurgles
till the land emerges as ant trails.
VI.
I am doing spell checks
on a sixty- three percent strong phone
under a dim reading light.
My co-passenger is busy
cycling anagrams.
He says it took him twenty years
to take off from crosswords;
when and where will I land?
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Empty Dictionary
By Ian Ganassi
A broom closet for embittered janitors.
I know the feeling and it’s not a friendly one.
“Tomorrow’s my birthday, whatcha gonna get me?”
And the kitchen sink. And the band played on.
If only time could be saved in a bottle—
It’s been tried but it generally fails.
This afternoon is drowsy with a will.
And so I never.
Things have a way of getting out of radio range.
It was mysterious where God was coming from.
But Nietzsche is dead.
The tangents swarm from the future into the past,
with a cameo appearance in the present.
And on the turntable the 78s were too crazed for sampling.
But the law made all the difference.
And the difference is the difference.
Vive la différence.
As though there were anything we could do about it.
And the invisible man drunk on a doorstep
fumbling with a loaded weapon.
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Tell Us More about the Self
By Ian Randall Wilson
Fire minding.
A summit of negatives.
The Fall. After the Fall. My envious lap.
My broken fist and a sand-colored wall patch.
Oil painting.
The mind able to achieve lift-off velocity.
The mind unable.
Stasis masquerading as spare change.
The Fall. Before the Fall. I of the page.
The sky mindful of black.
The mind full of black sky.
Relics showing in the great hall
another curator’s concern.
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Lemon Yellow Deep
By John McCluskey
I was walking alone after school
to the back field
for Friday football
practice
when a high school
classmate
took a picture of me
in my yellow
practice
jersey
from the first floor
study hall
window.
That must mean something; everything does.
The photo appeared
in the lonely yearbook
and
white.

in black

Despite
anonymity being the goal
all
along,
I have long since been obligated
through the act of another
to continue remembering
the yellow.
When anonymity is a goal, you will be placed
in a school
and a photo
without
your
consent.
Two-thirds of the photo
will be
empty field.
There
will be
no end to it.
There was
Sonic Boom
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no end.
You hung your head in chosen pose of preservation.
You had been thinking about
the watercolor girl
on the morning stairs
coming up and out of class,
tripping into Autumn’s lemon light,
illuminating the sequestered heart from
underneath,
when a classmate
clicked away
every thing
you could have possibly thought:
golden maple leaf crushed and fabulous
under her shoe,
blond fine hair
downy on a peek of thigh,
sadly disarming excuse-me smile
breaking
some sort of fourth wall between you
and the disassociating sensibility you
nurtured
purposely
yourself

saving
glorious damage from enlightenment,
resplendent calamity of hope,
broken yolk of a possible sun.
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A Mark, the Story of a Shear
By Justin Alley
A jaundiced unexploded sortie as the caisson to a hut in a Laotian village:
I must look very much like a birch sapling with a large bow around its trunk just after hurricane
Andrew has swept through the neighborhood:
bent, thin, split and cracked, but deftly dressed:
a grimy pipe, its threads coated in
Teflon to prevent life:
I must sound like a green thing trying, just before you are sound asleep, to
saw through your floorboards at night:
hushed, mumbled, burning, and drilling, and whining, and
incessant, incessant:
the rough side of a corroded steel cooler box on which you rest your head
because there are no cushions:
irritating, unfortunate:
I must feel like your best hope forgiven.
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Heights
By Laurinda Lind
It counts as if we climbed
a cliff using only adjectives
since our feet were away
underwater and our hands
were still asleep at home
and we stayed in all seasons
so we could wear the altitude.
Then tell me whether it’s worth
the rent leaving level back
among the nouns shaving
it back becoming verbs.
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chronometer
By Mackenzie Carignan
cavity
but not the sleeping hand
to wind and wind.
forms
I could only hold on for so long.
tell me of the small dress.
dark
what do you hear
when the water inches up your thighs?
glass
you, kind and plentiful limb.
a branch repeated throughout the white city.
share
legible numbers. marks, notches.
or a bell, yes. a bell.
play
hospital game, she says,
searching the city again.
tree
the bird looks for the mirror branch.
we have lost all sense of audience.
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Collecting Precepts
By Mark A. Murphy
To collect is to squander: other lives as if we owned them – red horizons,
books, photos as if any of it mattered. To boldly go is reward enough
when all around are staying home collating memories for some drunken night
when all hell shall be revealed. We hardly perceive collecting souls,
artefacts, memories as a problem until the day dawns when we must renounce
the past for what it really is, a dead hold or full nelson on moving on.
So we squander what we hold most dear. Love never really stood a chance.
Oh, we shan’t mention names. Not yet, not until the cancer ward fills
with loved ones. We know little or nothing of dying so we offset death
with the mystery of collecting. Gogol’s Chichikov collects dead souls
for his purposes. You and I collect heartbeats as if by amassing a fortune
of good loving we might yet find our way into old age and merriment.
Now we are scurrying to the theatre to collect the names of famous poets.
Who knows where it will end, except old Stalin, the great director?
We must squander as we go, then no one will be any the wiser, no one
will take us aside and scorn us for our lack of clarity. I am the world’s worst
director. My confession will be with you by the end of the night. Look
out of your window – the blood red sky is just another bloody fallacy.
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each / bend of / their undulating body
By Mark Young
Every time your children are
learning about Winston Churchill's
life & achievements, mycorrhizae
will create a symbiotic relationship & simulate the formation
of social aggregations. Pockets
of low pressure are sucked inside
by rushing water if too much force
is applied. A cell phone with its
deceptively thin metal shell will
collapse as a result of this man-made
climate change. Nutrients in the
soil need to be held there somehow. It's a neat history lesson.
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writing to move my fingers
By Morgan Sweeney
the snow is so cold now and i can’t see anything
i’d see something if the snow would pass but it won’t
it has seeped into my skin
i am bathing in the moon
it tastes like crumbling sawdust
it coats the air in static, my skin can’t be technicolor
find me at the bottom of your radio, i’m engaging with
scraps of wood
lined paper fits in lined pockets my tattered jeans
don’t fit anymore i’m sorry
Can i touch clouds with calloused fingers
or will they fall to smoke like
everything else?
i’m writing to move my fingers now
they can’t wait to fulfill dynamics
fleshy gears in fleshy mechanics
Am i an android? Can you scare sprockets from rusty systems?
Am i doomed to wander
out of batteries through the woods?
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Afraid and the wall
By Simon Perchik
Afraid and the wall
follows behind though you
point, know all about
descent and hammer blows
as the distant cry from home
–you sift between
as if this ready-mix
no longer cares about stone
broken open against one finger
retracing some caress
lost and the others
with no end to it.
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Conformity
By Steve Klepetar
I was driven because I wanted to be like others.
I was afraid of what was wild and indecent in me.
Czeslaw Milosz

I wanted to be like the boys who swung
over the river clinging to a rope, who hurled
themselves onto the cold surface, and broke
through to chimes of laughter and shattered
teeth. I wanted to own the world, its velvet
dark and sweating afternoons, its numberless
trees with invisible birds twittering in the leaves.
But I wanted to be known for my good sense,
for the way I walked, suppressing my telltale
bounce, for my voice flattened of accent,
and smoothed, so I seemed as noncommittal
as a beige wall in a prosperous town. I grew
up afraid of my tongue; the way it slid across
windows slippery with rain, the way it sought
out butter and silk, the way it leapt from my lips,
slithering its own dark path, burning up the dirt.
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The Gentle Accidents
By Tim Kahl
The speed of light shakes out a bird made of holes caught in the gentle accidents
and the soft dolomite is carved by the guiding eye through the forefather smoke
rows of houses stage their handsome burdens as a choice between dark stones
a comic couple changes the color of their verbs and discovers the abyss
the broken bridge in their house drifts across the bed
they wanted for a hunger that no one wanted but ached like a claw
stupid bodies revising film history by rubbing the sound hole of a cello
they are three parts tree, two parts hydrogen, one part savage river
the birch's leafless reflection is given more air, less light
the outside cat accommodated by the sun dipping into its dusty orange
owls observe the years in their current of narcosis:
the whisperer means to tell both the sea and the ghost visitor
the priest remains in the village mistrusting the ruins of prayer
bitter road travelers are not part of the occult
and don't like to be touched or troubled with idle chatter
the journey slows; a problem in the bladder resumes like an imagined woman
a drink with a confidant guarantees an abstract building as a child
toothpicks through the palm of the hand; muddy blotches
a flame prowls the food bin on the tongue of a dozen passions
fog mimics a man lost in the restroom and the forgotten dwarf pines.
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PAPER LANTERNS

old road the moment i know just what to do
- Michael Rehling
a few acts to euphoria
- Eddie Donoghue
may you take for a bird that sheet of paper
- Elmedin Kadric

lost in the dark everything that's not really round or orange or a koi
- Johannes S. H. Bjerg

tenets of atheism credon’t
- David J. Kelly

the weight of a scintilla Higgs field
- Jan Benson
how light the idea of a mountain
- Johannes S. H. Bjerg
letting go i terrify my spine into a bird
- Monica Rico
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teach you night how out of shadows
- Elmedin Kadric

a spreadsheet full of gains and losses early spring
- Michael Rehling

knock until my door falls-down if need-be
- Eddie Donoghue

failing eternally a discussion of the ratio between dead poets and trees
- Johannes S. H. Bjerg

the Buddha's last instruction:
maybe, the egret
- Ava C. Cipri
Note: A found haiku sourced from Mary Oliver’s titles in New and Selected Poems, Volume One,
Beacon Press (1992). 47, 68 & 97. Print.
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railroad worm
your mixed message
in my pocket
- Tim Gardiner

in the garden
we agree to separate
more than bulbs
- Vera Constantineau
making the bed
sheets settle slowly
on our differences
- Lysa Collins
driver power state error
your silence
- Deborah P. Kolodji
sighchology
- Billy Antonio

without its sound how long will your song be?
- Johannes S. H. Bjerg
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finding Dad's
railroad timetable collection
I'm late for work
- Jim Krotzman

day moon
I point out my flaws
in other people
- Debbi Antebi

bipolar
skipping stones
from shore to shore
- Michael Rehling

twilight
deepening in the room,
I tiptoe
lest I disturb the floor
of your thoughts
- Kala Ramesh

thanksgiving dinner
half-measures of dna
at the table
- Jan Benson
counting my blessings i find one missing
- Garima Behal
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coffee break
I loosen my
persona
- Dave Read

Halloween party
which of her two heads
do I talk to first?
- Chad Lee Robinson
visiting us
on his birthday
Uncle Al
who eats his cake
and mine too
- Susan Burch
giving thanks
the last grasshopper
once again
- Scott Wiggerman
and on the nth day
he deep fried
the lot
- Helen Buckingham
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planning the garden
turning the soil in my mind
more than I really will
- Jim Krotzman

winter night...
the new neighbor stops
moving things around
- K. Ramesh

ice on the pond
considering the strength
of my passwords
- Ross Plovnick

economy
of illogical connections
airport coffee
- Deborah P. Kolodji
drunken stupor
2 + 2 equals
a debate
- Karen O’Leary
at the bank
surrounded by people
without headaches
- E. Martin Pedersen
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growing from silence a hellenic sky at dawn
- Steliana Voicu
97th sneeze
how to calibrate
a missing horizon
- Johannes S. H. Bjerg
evening rain the pull of breath through a trumpet
- Ben Moeller-Gaa

ringing through dead stars train whistle
- Gabriel Bates
distant birds...
the moon always
becoming
- Mark E. Brager

whisper of night the sidewalk
reflecting myself reflecting
- Gabriel Bates

any way you slice it strawberry moon
- Terri L. French
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FICTION

The Square Root of Twenty Nine
By Abhishek Sengupta

The radius of each of his memories was a square root of 29. After the news of his
murder spread, the police measured all his memories with a tape before they came to the said
conclusion.
They noticed that the measuring tape always tended towards infinity.
Furthermore, they also noticed that the infinity in question could be decimated into a
large but computable multiple of the square root of 29.
Therefore, they concluded, infinity is measurable and finite.

#
They discovered his body in the garden.
While searching the garden for clues, they came across a glassed bookshelf, well-hidden
behind the trees, in which he had catalogued all his memories.
Once again, the memory thief had struck. This was his twenty-ninth victim in a chain of
murders in which he stole the memories of those he murdered. Even before they began
searching his glassed bookshelf, they knew they would not find any of his memories in there
anymore.
They were wrong.
Inside his bookshelf, they found all of his memories neatly catalogued. Unable to draw a
connection to the previous murders and the memory thief’s motives behind them, they started
taking a closer look at each of his memories and measuring them. That is when they realized
each of his memories had the same radius.
The square root of 29.
The glassed bookshelf that held his memories measured the same, as did everything else
in there.
They concluded that the bookshelf was a part of his memory too, as were the trees
behind which he had hidden his bookshelf, and so was the garden.
And what about his corpse?
They shuddered at this last question for they suddenly realized what the memory thief
had done: he had committed the perfect crime.
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That corpse was no doubt his own. He had staged his own murder. Planted his corpse
into their memories. Planted it in his architected garden of infinity where everything was finite,
except any one object that gave it an appearance of infinity. Some object (or their set) that did
not satisfy a basic condition, and, therefore, created this illusion of infinity. Which object it was,
though, they could not comprehend.
They could not remember. Their memories were stolen.
The immense mockery of the entire police department, which he had orchestrated with
his architected reality, stung them. They felt the insult hurt them too deep. This time, he had
gone too far with his petty crimes. They decided they would hunt him down, retrieve their
memories, and then bring him to justice, or simply shoot him. First, they decided to leave this
staged, chimerical murder scene. Each one of them. There was nothing else to be found in there.
But they could not leave, for they no longer satisfied a basic condition.
When they began to count those present, they found that the total did not make a whole
number. They were the square root of 29.
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That Is the Question
By Jan Hamlett
How the hell am I supposed to answer that?! Phoebe’s brain screamed at her. She clenched her
chattering teeth and locked the words inside her head. The unruffled stance of the man facing
her was maddening. She wanted to lunge at him, ranting, but she retained enough presence of
mind to know it was a bad idea.
Phoebe debated her response as he waited. Already, he had asked way too much. Why
did he have to pose one more question needing one more answer when her stash of answers was
almost depleted? He was oblivious to her proximity to the edge.
Get a grip. He‟s right there, you know. Still shivering, she looked left and right, hoping the
answer had crystallized like one of the snowflakes outside. Decisions, decisions, always decisions.
Phoebe’s frowning forehead was hurting as much as her frosty fingers. Why couldn’t life be easy?
Was there no respite from all this deciding: whom to see? what to wear? when to eat? where to run? how to
hide?
Neither of the two spoke, and she sensed his growing impatience. Avoiding eye contact,
she felt his gaze even as she stared into space beyond him. She knew her stall tactics would
annoy him, but she could not reply. Not yet. I need more time.
He did not know how difficult it had been on this icy day for Phoebe to extricate herself
from her cocoon in order to come here and engage in this interminable exchange. Was he
concerned about her braving the icy streets to make the trip? Not likely! His sole focus was to
know the answer to this one last question.
Silently cursing her therapist, she knew she had to follow through. Mastering this
situation would be a turning point. She would not come unhinged. Say yes. Say no. It doesn‟t matter.
Just give the man an answer, for God‟s sake!
More than anything, Phoebe wanted to turn around and walk out the door. But she
didn’t. Straightening her shoulders and lifting her chin, she stood firm, knowing that she had to
speak. She would answer as if her life depended on it.
Determined blue eyes met inquisitive brown ones as he patiently repeated his last
question: ―Would you like whipped cream on that latte?‖
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The Great Ape of Arles
By Johannes S. H. Bjerg
For a full 10 minutes on the 17th of July 1910, Doctor Medicus Magicus Alfred Schuster
searched for the Great Ape of Arles, the one with a magical mirror on its front,
which made his wife wonder: “Do apes have six-packs or do they
count in bananas?” as she dreamily fed coals into the furnace
of the steam driven iron lung that kept her mother alive and talking
the mirror that was said to aid your sight in the most peculiar — and perhaps superfluous — way
that when you looked into it, you could see your past right up to the moment when you stepped
in front of the very same mirror, and then the mirror would swallow it up, your past, and
Schuster thought, considering his many failures that a man without a past must be a fortunate
one, the pain of remembering all your failures (like not checking if your future mother-in-law
was prone to any expensive and annoyingly noisy illnesses) gone, but of course there's this: is the
state of a man without a burdening past the same as one who doesn't know he has one? For a
full 2 minutes, he thought that eating mercury butterflies and arsenic beetles might do the trick
just as well if he got the dosage right, seeing that he lived in Bergen, Norway, and could not
really afford to go to Arles.
Mrs. Schuster - Oppenhaus by birth - painted her mother's teeth green with radium
so she could find her at night, Schuster being very tight-fisted with petroleum
and candles, and the whale oil had run out. Yhenshe went on knitting a condom
for Schuster's “thing” from the finest and most virginal barbed wire.
Uncertain about whether to choose the legendary mirror or the right dosage of butterflies
and beetles, Schuster filled his pipe with Nostradamus' (Nostradami, to be precise, but who cares
these days?) melange and turned into a tiny three-legged stool, thus becoming one with his
laboratory to contemplate his options. And the recipe for jam he had just thought of.
Benefride – the Mrs. – went to the laboratory to announce:
“Tea time, my beloved husband! Teeaa tiimee!” but saw no one. Then she helped herself to 1 or 3
mysterious pills there on a table of pure red. What the red was besides the colour, she didn't know.
All she knew was that it was red and she wasn't to touch anything on the red table
and that was the last thing she remembered before coming to somewhere in Venice during a carnival.
She wore a plague doctor's mask.
When the fire had burned down everything, it was deemed plausible that the iron lung
had overheated and no one knew what happened to Doctor A. Schuster, but a little boy said he
saw a tiny three-legged stool walking towards the harbour.
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Waiters and Sleepers
By John MacAyeal
―We're out of gas.‖
―We can't be.‖
―We are.‖
―It's 3 am.‖
―Yeah, but that doesn't change the fact that we're out of – ‖
―Well, there's a gas station over there.‖
―So there is.‖
He pulled up to the pump.
―Is it open?‖
He got out.
She got out after him. They went to the door. He gripped the handle and pulled.
―It opens at 7.‖
―Four hours.‖
―I can do the math.‖
―So what do we do?‖
―We sit in the car and wait.‖
―Let me check the back.‖
―Do what?‖
He didn't answer as he went to the back.
As she waited, she looked up and saw a full moon. She looked around her and saw
darkness with no dots of light. He came back walking faster than when he had left.
―Get in the car quick.‖
She complemented his fearfully brisk stride and got in the car.
―Lock the door.‖
Sonic Boom
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He locked his door and reached over across her to lock hers.
―There's a man asleep behind there.‖
―So?‖
―I don't know. Let's just stay in the car.‖
―Is there anywhere else we can go?‖
―No.‖
She reached behind to the back seat and grabbed her backpack. She set it on her lap and
took out a gun.
―What?‖
―For protection.‖
―I didn't know you had a gun.‖
―Yeah, well, I do.‖
―But you know how I feel about violence.‖
―Who said anything about violence?‖
―Could you put it away?‖
―No, I can't.‖
―You know what Chekhov said?‖
―Yeah, if you show a gun in the first act, you must have it be used in at least the third.‖
―Probably not said that awkwardly.‖
―I bet he never really said that.‖
―There he is.‖
She gripped the gun in both hands. She saw a thin, old, grizzled man in baggy, unwashed
clothing, its stains and tears hidden by the dark. He looked like a man who had to sleep in the
street. The man looked at them directly through the glass and smiled. Then he waved as if he
were just taking a stroll down a sidewalk on a June afternoon and they were kids playing in the
front yard. She gripped the gun tighter. Then he went to the door, inserted a key, and opened it.
They gawked as light flooded the store, exposing the brightly colored candies and drab bottles of
alcohol. Then he went behind the counter and busied himself with opening tasks.
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He opened the car door and stepped out. She watched him enter the store and go to the
counter. She watched him talk to the man. Then she watched him take out his wallet, fish out
some cash, and pay the man.
She put the gun back in her backpack.
―Yeah, Chekhov probably never said that,‖ she said to herself.
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On Grieving: For Sedona
By Morgan Sweeney
When the porcupine explodes, he is not concerned. The space where his body jauntily sat is now
vacant.
When he explodes, his spikes fly in every direction, through every dimension. Across space and
time, his thorns lodge themselves into the hearts of every porcupine that has ever loved him.
Each time a porcupine explodes there are casualties. Not that the porcupine could change
anything about it. All porcupines are destined to explode.
Porcupines explode. Mortars explode. People explode when popped like balloons.
Sometimes, when a porcupine explodes, the needles carry poison. No porcupine can know the
poison of their own defenses, a secret about themselves that the universe keeps hidden. Spikes
enter muscle, wind tumbles from lungs, and poison moves through veins before a porcupine
knows what hit them.
I see this in my friend, wandering the world with two cartilaginous needles sticking out of her
chest. She carries them, these shards of scattered armor, as tokens to their memory. Two more
porcupines, two more spikes in her two ventricles. Two tears on two cheeks.
The poison moves faster through her than ever before. This is a special poison that may take
decades to kill anyone. It sits in the back of her porcupine mind wearing a dead porcupine's face
and says things only a ghost would know. It says their names when she thinks the world is quiet.
It reminds her of their absence.
How can she live with ghosts sitting like cement in her skull? some porcupines ask.
She leaps into some days with a joy so explosive that I expect needles of joy to propel
themselves from her dimples. When I hear her laughter, I know that even the most poisoned of
people can live through each day like it’s a candy bar, to be slowly opened and enjoyed long into
the night.
The porcupines exploded and she doesn’t know why. She doesn’t understand the needles in her
chest. The days pass and the poison seeps and she doesn’t know why. She sees porcupines
wandering the streets and she doesn’t know why. The porcupines don’t know, either.
Porcupines explode in Jersey. Porcupines explode in Chicago. A porcupine explodes in my
backyard. I wrote this with a needle jutting from my chest.
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Three Corners of an Understood Triangle
By Poornima Laxmeshwar
Connections: Tendons, tissues, veins, and arteries. You always swam back to her. Your heart
pumped blood in her direction. Every controlled reaction of yours a failure. I am oddly
hydrophobic.
Philosophies: Emotional analysis, hypothetical -isms, inequitable conclusions. The summaries
of your thoughts never matched the preachy processes. She still is your everything nothing.
Music: You found her in the tunes of heavy metal, bare-your-back-open norms, split realities,
alternative sanities. While she went to love ―The world is a vampire,‖ you waited for her to
return to the hum of your porous heart. I was a tune imagined but never found.
Discovery: Of emotional anatomy, love = (hurt x hurt) infinite, chemicals misplaced, wrong mix
of drinks. You forgave her blunders with such tenderness. I was logic, misinterpreted.
I: Mythical, non-existent, non-compliant, non-fucking-everything. You lost yourself. I still love
you.
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A Pil to Purge Melancholie
By Robert Leeming
She bought the shoes straight off the manikin and she held other people to a higher
standard than she held herself.
Her inability to express herself left her exposed. Her inability to talk about herself left her
prone. To me, every little thing in life was an inspiration. To me, every little thing was a standing
stone.
I was that and now I’m this. I was this and now I’m that. Deviation!
―The women from the hen party all had baby pictures safety-pinned to the front of their
dresses and a mystery explosion on Staverly Road?‖ Well, she always did have to end her letters
on a question to make sure of a reply.
A broken sentence is like grist to the mill, but she couldn’t bury her mistakes. And we
were within a furlong of Edinburgh town when we saw her latest monstrosity, glass fronted and
proud amid a bank of willows. I wound the window down, but I could not look for long.
So I said to Hiroshi, ―Won’t you start the car?‖ And we rumbled off around the heathery
hill down to Mr. McGregor and a dry whiskey or two.
„Mystery man, oh mystery man, wake the dogs and start the car‟, for I could not, no I could not sit and
watch her become a star.
I was short sighted next to her and I could watch the courtly dancers in the red, with the
white beads about their necks, in the gallery hall for hours, and only think of my stomach.
She bought the shoes straight off the fisherman. She took the food right out of his
mouth. No, I would not, no, I would not, no I would not let her win, so I made off for London
town to try and save my skin.
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Count My Love
By Tiffany Jimenez
I still use my fingers to count things. I’ve gotten good enough to not have to unfurl a
finger from a closed fist in order to see the one, two, three fingers. All I have to do is tap
invisible keys from left to right, and if I run out of fingers to tap with, I blink my left eye for
eleven and right for twelve, scrunch my nose for thirteen, and blow a kiss for fourteen. After
fourteen, I work my way to my legs and then feet, never using my toes because I’m often
wearing shoes when I need to count something.
I find I have a lot of things I need to count. Not just the basic stuff like how much
money I have in the bank now that I have bought this. Knowing how many times Derek has told
me he’s loved me since we got married is something I’ve had to ditch my fingers for. If we’re out
when he says it, I email myself a heart. If we’re in bed when he says it, I rip a page out of the
book on my nightstand. Once, I accidentally ripped a page out before I read it. I hadn’t even
noticed, to be honest, until Derek asked me what happened to the book. How he could see the
frayed edges, I have no idea.
Since our wedding day, he has told me ―I love you‖ one-thousand and thirty-three times.
That’s an average of 2.877 times a day. Our anniversary is on Saturday. If he tells me ―I love
you‖ at least forty-seven more times, the average will be a perfect three times a day. He has one
day to cram forty-seven ―I love you’s‖ into, and I’m ready to help him get there. Saying ―I love
you‖ to him doesn’t work on its own.
Sometimes, Derek responds, ―love you more.‖ I can‟t count more. No fingers, no limbs,
no object in the room can stand in for how much more he loves me because he’s comparing his
love to mine, and isn’t it obvious that it’s incomparable?
Our best friends say ―I love you‖ all the time. They surpass the three-a-day exchange by
ten. And that’s only from what I’ve been able to count while we’re with them. Who knows what
they say to one another when we’re not around.
I have no idea if Derek is going to average three ―I love you’s‖ a day. I won’t really know
what that means to me until he succeeds or fails, so I haven’t been able to keep a consistent
mood.
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VISUAL ART

19th Street, Chelsea by John McCluskey
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One funeral at a time by Garima Behal

Note: An erasure culled from the Hindustan Times, August 2016.
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Counterpoint by Olivier Schopfer
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The Bathroom Floor by Pragya Vashishtha
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In a comatose state by Garima Behal

Note: An erasure culled from the Hindustan Times, September 2016
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awakening by Veronika Zora Novak
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Sunday sermon by Nika
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autumn colours by Marianne Paul
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Speaking Roots by Laura Ortiz
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Haiga 1 by Michael Rehling
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Lunch in the Tropics by Mark Young
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The Words of Yesterday by Laura Ortiz
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The Erosion of Time by Terry Gilroy
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Tracing Love by Laura Ortiz
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Shattering by John M. Bennett, Thomas Cassidy, and Texas Fontanella
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Kirashi by Angelo Merante

Po
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Polymer codex by Mark Young
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Meaning by John M. Bennett, Thomas Cassidy, and Texas Fontanella
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fall migration by Marianne Paul
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Haiga 2 by Michael Rehling
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INTERVIEW WITH ALAN SUMMERS
Alan Summers is the founder of With Words, a Japan Times award-winning writer, and Pushcart nominated poet.
He is the incoming President of the United Haiku and Tanka Society. He blogs at Area 17:
http://area17.blogspot.com
SB: How did With Words happen?
AS: Everything evolves; before With Words came about, I created an earlier organization called
Naked Haijin Productions (NHP), a transmedia organisation, when I finished my term as General
Secretary of The British Haiku Society. This was with my wife, Karen Hoy, when we lived in the city
of Bristol.
I knew I wanted to do a number of unusual haiku events and so initially created ―NHP,‖ and from
there, I became more and more interested in the educational side, thus creating With Words. Now it‘s
all change as we create a new organization that brings in aspects of both NHP and With Words, and a
few new ideas too. I‘m also going back on the road, though continuing with our successful and
highly respected online courses in haiku and related genres.
SB: You speak extensively of white spaces in haiku and poetry. How does a poet welcome these
vital elements into her/his consciousness? How does it seep into us?
AS: As a reader, I have to say, I am one who loves both types of haiku, the ones you get in an
instant (yet still resonate); and ones that continue to make me grow as a reader. Writing is about
growth, in my opinion, and a good many writers have readers (be it poetry, non-fiction, fiction, etc.)
who want to grow alongside the writer. Discovery is a vital component in any discipline, and I am
always thrilled when I discover something new, or something new about the familiar.
I like haiku poets who report back from the front line whether the news is good or devastating as it‘s
vital to make it available. If a writer fails to be a discoverer, then I see the initial author (the poet) and
the interpreters (readers) are both left out of the loop. There has to be a blank canvas, a large white
space, and however gently we write around it, it is forged as if blade-smiths in words, and none
more-so than the incredibly brief utterance of a haiku: the stiletto of poetry.
I don‘t think the reader will always pick up our intention, but sometimes that is really not an issue as
long as they can run with their own interpretation(s). There has to be white space, like a mountain
pass, so that the reader becomes their own intrepid explorer, drafting a map within their own
individuality. White space isn‘t just where there appears to be no words — it‘s building a bridge to
the reader. It‘s the reader‘s inner blank canvas that we want to connect, their own white space. As
Ma can be called an experiential place, I see it as an attempt to connect with fellow humans, and
although I am the original author, it‘s reader by reader for me, it is them that let the poem become a
greater thing.
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Travel writer, Pico Iyer, talks about taking time to explore meaning through stillness in his TED
Talk, The Art of Stillness, while Japanese architect, Kengo Kuma, puts it this way:“We are aiming to
create an architecture of experience that dissolves the boundaries between the material and the immaterial.”
That‘s what white space is to me: building bridges, invisible ones, but nevertheless as strong as the
physical manifestations across land masses. And there is a place along that bridge that is a viewing
platform, where we all rest and repose. The word repose means two things to me: it‘s both a state of
restfulness, the opposite of restlessness, and it also means to drop our society-facing mask(s), to pull
away from all of that, and to leave behind all those numerous poses associated with each ―public
mask‖.
I hope each reader will always be that second verse to my poem.
Just like a character in a novel that takes charge, it‘s not the author, but a haiku that takes charge,
and the reader will run with that. Welcome to the Front, where nothing is easy or what it seems, and
we don‘t always know how it works; it‘s just falling backwards with someone or something hopefully
always there to catch us at that required moment. We are born as blank canvasses, other than the
DNA that we carry as a conduit from a line of past generations. Although we pick up life lessons, I
feel we should continue to be as open as that virgin canvas when we were young.
For me, haiku are first and foremost „white paintings,‟ and I don‘t just mean starting from a blank
piece of paper or computer screen, but that the commenced and finished poem has to be like a
White Painting such as those created by the artist Robert Rauschenberg.
“The White Paintings were airports for the lights, shadows, and particles…receptive surfaces that respond to the world
around them.” – John Cage about the painter Robert Rauschenberg (1961)
When composer John Cage first saw Rauschenberg‘s White Painting, it inspired him to fully explore
silence. He credited the White Paintings that lead to his famous piece 4‘33‘‘, (four minutes and
thirty-three seconds) where no sound is played by the performing musicians: It is the (background)
undertones of the musical piece that are supplied and accidentally performed by each audience
member that comes to witness. It is via shuffling in seats, sniffling, coughing, or cell phone texts or
ringtones. Walter Hopps stated that John Cage observed that those White Paintings by Robert
Rauschenberg were “landing strips for little motes that we don‟t see…and for shadows.” The power of the
White Paintings painted entirely in white, reflect the chance effects of changes in the light and
shadows. I believe we are all made up of motes, ever changing but unique too, just particles in the
wider universe.
snowing
through the blizzard
particles of me
- Alan Summers
Winner, The Haiku Calendar Competition 2011 (Snapshot Press)
Publications credits: The Haiku Calendar 2012 (Snapshot Press); Cornell University, Mann Library
virtual poet-in-residence (USA 2013); THF Per Diem Archive: April 2014, ―Transcendence‖.
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Anthology credits: The Humours of Haiku (Iron Press 2012); Faces and Place ed. Don Baird (The Little
Buddha Press 2015); naad anunaad: an anthology of contemporary international haiku ed. Kala Ramesh,
Sanjuktaa Asopa, Shloka Shankar (India, 2016).
SB: 6 seconds to a haiku. How many to create ones like you do?
AS: Sometimes I have no idea how or why I create certain haiku. There are other times when I
consciously want to capture an aspect of natural history, or part of our ever growing urban construct
that goes beyond mere ordinary daily city living. Some of those six seconds even take up to five
years!
SB: In the haiku moment, where does the discipline of writing come in? Or is it one of those art
forms where inspiration is the only way?
AS: I am always wary of the term inspiration and waiting for the muse. I think it is there all the time
and it is up to me to be receptive. There are multiple haiku moments at any one time; we continually
wade through them. I also see white space as that long time of doing and being nothing. There is a
spoof of W.H. Auden‘s quote of ―Poetry makes nothing happen,‖ where the quote is turned on its
head with: ―Nothing makes poetry happen.‖
I am also a subscriber to what Maria Popova states: “Build pockets of stillness into your life. The best ideas
come to us when we stop actively trying to coax the muse into manifesting and let the fragments of experience float
around our unconscious mind in order to click into new combinations. Without this essential stage of unconscious
processing, the entire flow of the creative process is broken.”
SB: As a person who is steeped in Japanese aesthetics, how far have we come from traditional
haiku?
AS: What is traditional haiku? The classical exponents of haikai literature such as Matsuo Bashō
(1644 – 1694) and all the poets since, but before Masaoka Shiki (1867 – 1902), actually wrote renga,
then renku, then took the starting verse (hokku) of these group poems and started collating them as
individual verses. It was Shiki who finally made the shift from hokku fused poetry to haiku, to meet
the explosion of other poetry coming into Japan. He wasn‘t sure how long haikai literature could
survive the onslaught of free verse, and so he officially lifted it from renku with some characteristics
of hokku, and some new features, including the art technique of ‗direct sketching‘.
What many people did not realize is that both hokku and hokku-style poems, and haiku, would all
survive the free verse movement. That it would also embrace every single technological advance
from the Industrial Revolution to digital platforms, and right into the possibility that we will have a
base not just on the moon, a great symbol of old haikai and haiku, but on the moons of the planet
Mars.
Whatever ancient art we pursue, and humans perform ancient arts all the time from eating, drinking,
speaking, walking, and hunting (from the wilds to the malls) we all wish to communicate with
ourselves, and others. As a practitioner of haikai disciplines, it makes sense to constantly look back
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and step back to the older examples and then step forward, as Bashō always did. We write traditional
haikai verse by following Bashō‘s instruction in that we do not emulate him, or the poetry, but move
forward, ever forward.
SB: Haiku in the world of technology: what is your take on micro-poetry that passes off as haiku?
AS: There are good micropoems and they are surely inspired by haiku, and some fit and some don‘t,
but short verse poetics has been given a continuing lease of life by both Bashō and Shiki, and that‘s
good for us all. Haiku is a very robust form of poetry that defies the tight definition of what a
―form‖ is in poetry, and that is impressive. On the other hand, the beautiful older hokku, more a
form than a genre of haiku, has to stay within its remit, and I am delighted it is making a resurgence,
too. And of course, imitation is flattery. The word haiku or Haiku is now used for many things other
than poetry, and is a communicative word in its own right, and so if the word/term is reused going
back to attempts at short poetry, who are we to stop that?
SB: You have mentored hundreds of people from around the world. And it is easy to see just how
much you influence writers. What keeps you going as a teacher?
AS: It is my lifeblood, in short. You can only really be a teacher if you are first a student, but
hopefully one who is always just ahead. I study, read, and mentor almost every day of every year, and
have done so since the mid-nineties. It is surprising and shocking when I am reminded by people,
whether from a decade or two ago, or in the last few years, how much I have been a help behind the
scenes; that humbles me. My passion as a teacher burns bright, and I am constantly surprised,
delighted, and engaged by new voices. New voices are vital to haiku, and new styles have always
been around, and whether they stay successful, even in the face of failed experiments, we continue
to strive for perfection, and extend that much needed communication with ourselves both as
individuals, and of a much larger group called humanity.
SB: On the poet and the poem: are we as vulnerable as we write?
AS: The participants of our courses know they can completely open up, in complete confidence and
confidentiality, and it is deeply humbling to see those vulnerabilities transform into incredibly and
potently strong poetry. Of course so many of us are complex beings full of great strength and
bravery, and also of great vulnerability, and that makes us fascinating: I love to see all these aspects
ripple through their poetry. As for me, I am incredibly vulnerable, always, and I write from that
place. I have to step up to the great injustices of the world, and outside poetry, I have helped in
some dire circumstances, just as others have helped me in my hour of need. And sometimes I am so
exhausted, I am on my knees, both literally and figuratively, though that can also enable me to give
more insightful feedback. If we are brave to show our vulnerable side, we are actually all the more
stronger for that, both as humans, and as poets. Alongside our practical side of doing a job, and I‘ve
worked in many manual jobs, what is better than to switch off that part, to swap haiku long into the
night? I think everyone should be a poet, and that‘s part of my mission in life.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Abhishek Sengupta is imaginary. Mostly, people would want to believe that he writes fiction &
poetry which borders on surrealism and magical realism, and is stuck inside a window in Kolkata,
India, but he knows none of it is true. He doesn’t exist. Only his imaginary writings do, and are
forthcoming in Sheepshead Review, Midnight Circus, and Literary Heist. If you’re gifted, you may also
imagine him on Twitter @AbhishekSWrites. Website: https://abhishek-sengupta.com
Angele Ellis is the author of Under the Kaufmann's Clock (Six Gallery), an illustrated collection of
poetry and flash fiction inspired by her adopted city of Pittsburgh, Spared (A Main Street Rag
Editors' Choice Chapbook), and Arab on Radar (Six Gallery), whose poems won an Individual Artist
Fellowship from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts.
Angelo Merante (Angelus Novus) is one of the founders of the Inism, an avant-garde
movement started in Paris (January 1980). He has taken part in several international art exhibitions,
mostly in Europe, and is the author of theoretical and creative texts. His works span from abstract
poetry to visual art, making use of calligraphic, asemic, polysemic, and symbolic scriptural elements.
Ava C. Cipri is a poetry editor for The Deaf Poets Society: An Online Journal of Disability Literature &
Art. She holds an MFA from Syracuse University, where she served on the staff of Salt Hill. Ava’s
work appears/forthcoming in The Aurorean, Cimarron Review, Contemporary Haibun Online,
Frogpond, and World Haiku Review, among others. Website: www.avaccipri.com
Ben Moeller-Gaa is a haiku poet who hails from St. Louis, MO. His work regularly appears in a
number of haiku journals and anthologies. He is the author of two haiku chapbooks, the Pushcart
nominated Wasp Shadows (Folded Word, 2014), and Blowing on a Hot Soup Spoon (poor metaphor
design, 2014). Learn more about Ben at www.benmoellergaa.com.
Billy Antonio is a public school teacher in the Philippines. His fiction and poetry have been
published in both local and international magazines and journals. Some of his haiga, haiku, senryu,
and tanka have garnered awards. He lives with his wife, Rowena, and daughters, Asiel, Sophie, and
Felicity.
Chad Lee Robinson has been writing haiku and related poetry for nearly fifteen years. His most
recent book of haiku is The Deep End of the Sky (Turtle Light Press, 2015). To learn more, please visit
his blog at https://dakotaku.wordpress.com. He lives in Pierre, South Dakota, USA.
Dave Read is a Canadian poet living in Calgary. He primarily writes short poems with an emphasis
on the Japanese genres of haiku, senryu, tanka, and haibun. His work has been published in
numerous journals, and can be found on his blog, davereadpoetry.blogspot.ca.
David J. Kelly, despite his scientific training, has a fascination with words and the music of
language. He especially enjoys writing Japanese short form poetry, and has had his work published in
a number of print and online journals.
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Dawn Nelson Wardrope, after a twenty-year gap in the arts, began creating visual poems fairly
recently. She practices asemic writing and concrete poetry. Her work is forthcoming in Utsanga and
Renegade and can also be found widely on Facebook. She lives in Scotland with her husband, son,
and two greyhounds.
Debbi Antebi exhales oxygen while writing poems. Her work has appeared in a number of print
and online journals. She lives in Istanbul, Turkey, with her husband and books.
Deborah P. Kolodji is the California Regional Coordinator for the Haiku Society of America, and is
the Moderator of the Southern California Haiku Study Group. Her haiku have been published in
Modern Haiku, Frogpond, bottle rockets, Acorn, Mariposa, The Heron’s Nest, A Hundred Gourds, and many
other journals.
E. Martin Pedersen, a San Franciscan, has lived in eastern Sicily for over 35 years. He teaches
English at the local university. His poetry has appeared in Verse-Virtual, Frigg, Literary Yard, Strong
Verse, Ink, Sweat & Tears, and others. Martin is a 2011 alumnus of the Squaw Valley Community of
Writers.
Eddie Donoghue is a New York-based artist whose poems have recently appeared in Bones,
moongarlic E-zine, Section 8, Otoliths, and Chrysanthemum.
Elmedin Kadric was born in Novi Pazar, Serbia, but writes out of Helsingborg, Sweden. He is a
student of both longer and shorter forms of poetry, and an avid observer of everything else.
G. Akila juggles work, home, and a six-year-old daughter. She is a member of the Twin City Poetry
Club, Hyderabad, and dabbles in free verse, haiku, tanka, and haibun. She is also the chief blog
editor of Nivasini Publishers, Hyderabad, and a member of their editorial team. Few of her works
have been published in anthologies and online journals.
Gabriel Bates is a contemporary haikai artist from Pittsburg, KS. His work has been featured in
several journals and he is currently working on his first chapbook of poetry. Keep up with him on
Twitter (@falsepoetics) and look out for more of his writing, soon to be found at
www.gabrielbates.blogspot.com.
Garima Behal is an ambivert bibliophile on a mission to divorce reality and seek her Great Perhaps
in people and places. She's currently pursuing her Master's in Commerce. Her life is one rainbow
patchwork of writing, poetry, academics, and the cult sitcom, F.R.I.E.N.D.S. She blogs
at mishkawrites.blogspot.in.
Helen Buckingham lives in Wells, England. Her work appears regularly in journals such as Bones,
Frogpond, and Modern Haiku. Anthology credits include Haiku 21, Haiku 2014, and Haiku in English:
The First Hundred Years. Among her solo collections are water on the moon, mirrormoon, and Armadillo
Basket.
Ian Ganassi’s poetry, prose, and translations have appeared in more than 50 literary journals.
Selections from The Corpses, a collage series in collaboration with a painter (www.thecorpses.com),
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have been exhibited in numerous galleries and publications. His poetry collection, Mean Numbers,
was published by China Grove Press in September 2016.
Ian Randall Wilson has published two chapbooks, Theme of the Parabola and The Wilson Poems. His
fiction and poetry have appeared in many journals including The Gettysburg Review, Alaska Quarterly
Review, and North American Review. He has an MFA in fiction and in poetry from Warren Wilson
College. By day, he is an executive at Sony Pictures Entertainment.
Jan Benson is an award winning haiku poet living in Texas. Her haiku have been published in five
foreign languages and many of the world's leading haiku journals and magazines, and regional
anthologies. She is a member of The British Haiku Society and the Poetry Society of Texas.
Jan Hamlett writes from her second-floor "serenity space" in Little Rock, Arkansas. Her work has
appeared in Women Alive, Wittenburg Door, Chicken Soup for the Soul: Thanks Dad, and the “Readers
Write” section of The Sun. She is grateful to Sonic Boom for including her story in Issue Seven.
Jim Krotzman taught secondary reading and English for 36 years in Wisconsin and Colorado.
Krotzman realized a lifelong dream when he purchased 3.5 acres of woodland on Ten-Mile Lake
near Hackensack, Minnesota. The Chippewa National Forest is his backyard. With help from his
family, he is building a cabin there.
Johannes S. H. Bjerg is a Dane who writes in Danish and English simultaneously, and mainly
writes haiku and its related forms. He is one of the editors of Bones: journal of contemporary haiku, and
the sole editor of one link chain and the other bunny. A list of his published books can be found
here: http://january-stones.blogspot.dk/p/books.html.
John M. Bennett’s work can be found here.
John MacAyeal is a native Texan, born in Dallas, reared in El Paso, and now living in Austin,
where he works on the IT help-desk for a major North American retailer. Holding a master's in
English from the University of Texas at El Paso, he enjoys photography and fiction writing.
John McCluskey has had poetry, short fiction, and photography published in various literary
journals and anthologies, including Jerry Jazz Musician, 3rd Wednesday, Quill & Parchment, The Red Booth
Review, The Dirty Goat, The Griffin, One For The Road, and Cradle Songs: an Anthology of Poems on
Motherhood. John’s poem, “My Gray Child” from Cradle Songs, was nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
Justin Alley has lived for most of his life in Northern California. He studied literature and
philosophy at UC, Berkeley and the University of Cambridge, pursuing an emphasis in the
philosophy of science. He has worked as a welder, a tutor in Oakland, and an editor for academics
from around the world. His chapbook, Protogenesis, is forthcoming from Sequoia House.
K. Ramesh writes haiku, tanka, and free verse. His poems have appeared in numerous Indian and
international journals and literary magazines. He is the author of two haiku collections, namely, soap
bubbles (Red Moon Press) and from pebble to pebble (Authors Press India).
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Kala Ramesh is an award-winning poet who has been instrumental in bringing school children and
college youth onto the haiku path. Neck deep in these Japanese poetry forms, her latest obsession is
to paint city walls with haiku, and to help weave in a pause, a breather into our hectic lives!
Karen O’Leary is a writer and editor from West Fargo, ND. She has published poetry, short
stories, and articles in a variety of venues including, Frogpond, A Hundred Gourds, Haiku Pix, bear creek
haiku, Creative Inspirations, and cattails. She currently edits an online poetry journal called Whispers.
Laura Ortiz discovered asemic writing and art in 2016. Her asemic works have been featured in
exhibitions, contemporary museums, and journals in Italy, U.S.A., and Argentina. She hopes to
further contribute to the development and expansion of asemic art. Laura lives in Toronto with her
husband and their two children.
Laurinda Lind lives in the U.S. in New York's North Country near the St. Lawrence River, hard up
against Canada. Her work has appeared in Antithesis, Barbaric Yawp, Chiron Review, Communion,
Comstock Review, Ellipsis, Liminality, Mobius, and Triggerfish.
Lysa Collins currently lives in White Rock, B.C., on the rugged western coastline of Canada. She
writes haiku, senryu, kyoka, and free verse, and participates in other artistic and literary activities.
Her work has appeared locally, nationally, and internationally in a variety of journals and anthologies,
both in print and online.
Mackenzie Carignan is a writer, mother, and instructional designer living in Broomfield, Colorado.
She has a PhD in Creative Writing from the University of Illinois at Chicago, and her first book of
poems, a house without a roof is open to the stars, is available from Black Radish Books. She has been
published in dozens of journals, including Hayden's Ferry Review, Another Chicago Magazine, and fourteen
hills.
Marianne Paul is a Canadian novelist and poet with a keen interest in minimalist poetry. Her work
has appeared in A Hundred Gourds, The Heron's Nest, Acorn, Modern Haiku, Bones, Frozen Butterfly, and
Daily Haiku. She has recently (and joyfully) been experimenting with concrete poetry and visual
word play.
Mark A. Murphy’s first full-length collection, Night-watch Man & Muse, was published in November
2013 from Salmon Poetry (Eire).
Mark E. Brager lives with his wife and son in Columbia, MD, just outside of Washington, DC,
where he works as a public affairs executive. His poems have appeared in several print and online
journals.
Mark Young is the editor of Otoliths, lives in a small town in North Queensland in Australia, & has
been publishing poetry for more than fifty-five years. His work has been widely anthologized, & his
essays & poetry translated into a number of languages. A new collection of poems, Bandicoot habitat,
is now out from Gradient Books of Finland.
Michael Rehling is a quiet haiku poet living in the North Woods of Michigan with his wife and
two cats. He is the editor of Failed Haiku: a journal of English senryu.
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Monica Rico lives in Michigan and can be found at www.slowdownandeat.com.
Morgan Sweeney lives in Chicago, IL, when not curiously wandering around Western
Massachusetts. Recently published by The Lilith, she's inspired by surrealism and old magazines, and
loves the word pterodactyl. Her poetry has been a carefully guarded secret, only now being released
unto the world.
Nika is the pen name of retired educator and haiku poet, Jim Force. Over the last year, he has
teamed up with former high school friend, Jim McKinniss, a retired mathematician and software
engineer turned photographer, to create haiga. Their work has been published in a variety of online
publications. Website: http://www.jimmckinnissphotography.com
Olivier Schopfer lives in Geneva, Switzerland. He likes to capture the moment in haiku and
photography. His work has appeared in numerous online and print journals such as Acorn, Bones,
bottle rockets, Failed Haiku, Otoliths, Presence, Right Hand Pointing, and Wild Plum. He also blogs
at: http://olivierschopferracontelesmots.blog.24heures.ch/.
Poornima Laxmeshwar resides in the garden city of Bangalore, and works as a content writer for a
living. Her poems have appeared in Cold Noon, Vayavya, Muse India, Writers Asylum, The Aerogram,
Stockholm Literary Review, Northeast Review, and Brown Critique amongst many others. Her haiku have
found space in several online journals, too.
Pragya Vashishtha, who lives in India, is a 21-year-old engineering student and an artist by heart. A
huge expressionist fan herself, her works feed on emotions and are a way to communicate and reach
out to people who find solace in, and identify with these paintings.
Robert Leeming is a writer, journalist, and photographer from London. His writing has been
featured in The Belleville Park Pages, theNewerYork, Rasasvada, Flux Magazine, Port Magazine, and GQ. A
collection of his work can be found here: www.robertleeming.com.
Ross Plovnick lives in St. Louis Park, Minnesota. His haiku, senryu, and haibun have appeared in
journals including Acorn, Frogpond, Modern Haiku, and The Heron’s Nest, and in anthologies
including Haiku 2014, Haiku 2016, and galaxy of dust: The Red Moon Anthology of English-Language Haiku
2015.
Scott Wiggerman is the Albuquerque, New Mexico, author of three books of poetry, Leaf and Beak:
Sonnets, Presence, and Vegetables and Other Relationships; and the editor of several volumes,
including Wingbeats: Exercises & Practice in Poetry, Lifting the Sky: Southwestern Haiku &
Haiga, and Bearing the Mask.
Simon Perchik is an attorney whose poems have appeared in Partisan Review, Forge, Poetry, Osiris, The
New Yorker, and elsewhere. His most recent collection is Almost Rain, published by River Otter Press
(2013). For more information, including free e-books, his essay titled Magic, Illusion, and Other
Realities, please visit his website at www.simonperchik.com.
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Steliana Voicu lives in Ploieşti, Romania, and loves painting, poetry, Japanese culture, photography,
and astronomy. Her haiku, haiga, and tanka have won many awards and have been published in
numerous print and online journals, including Asahi Haikuist Network, The Mainichi, Daily Haiga, and
A Hundred Gourds.
Steve Klepetar’s work has appeared widely. His poems have been nominated for the Pushcart Prize
and Best of the Net. Recent collections include My Son Writes a Report on the Warsaw Ghetto and The Li
Bo Poems, both from Flutter Press, and Family Reunion, forthcoming from Big Table Publishing.
Susan Burch is a good egg.
Terri L. French is a poet and massage therapist living in Huntsville, Alabama. She is the former
editor of Prune Juice and the Southeast Regional Coordinator of the Haiku Society of America.
Besides doting on her family and two black cats, Terri enjoys the culinary arts, yoga, and
photography.
Terry Gilroy, originally form Yorkshire, England, now lives in South West Scotland, where he
continues to be inspired by its stunning scenery. He has recently embraced macro photography,
particularly insects and flowers. His photographs have been featured in the World Haiku Association,
tinywords, Daily Haiga, Chrysanthemum, and Failed Haiku.
Texas Fontanella is a really disorganised student at USYD. Blog: http://ptfblog.blogspot.com.au/
Thomas M. Cassidy, aka Musicmaster, is a performance poet and artist who serves on two theatre
boards in Minneapolis. He has been active in the small press, mail-art, and visual poetry worlds since
1972.
Tiffany Jimenez is from the San Francisco Bay Area. She earned her BA in Creative Writing from
UC Santa Cruz, and her MFA from Saint Mary's College of California. She is the recipient of a
Vermont Studio Center residency. Other than being an ardent supporter of the imagination and the
art of storytelling, she writes and laughs a lot, startles easily, and loves potatoes.
Tim Gardiner is an ecologist and poet who has published scientific papers, several natural history
books, poems, and short stories. Tim's first full collection of natural history poetry, Wilderness, was
published in 2015 by Brambleby Books, and a WWI prose/poetry book, East of Arras, has recently
been released.
Tim Kahl is the author of Possessing Yourself (CW Books, 2009), The Century of Travel (CW Books,
2012), and The String of Islands (Dink, 2015). His work has been published in Prairie Schooner, Drunken
Boat, Mad Hatters' Review, Indiana Review, Sein und Werden, Caliban, and many other journals in the U.S.
He is also the editor of Bald Trickster Press and Clade Song. Website: http://www.timkahl.com
Vera Constantineau is a poet and short fiction writer living in Copper Cliff, Ontario. Her work has
appeared in several anthologies and haiku journals.
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Veronika Zora Novak lives in Toronto, Canada. She is a simple daydreamer. She has been writing
haiku for around five years and enjoys creating haiga. Veronika enjoys an array of art forms which
include poetry, music, photography, and art. Most of all, she loves singing at karaoke pubs and bars.
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FINIS.

